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1. Introduction
In § 3 of [6], 1. M. JAMES defines the category of ex-spaces of A over B,
and introduces the notion of ex-homotopy in this category. At the same
time, J. F. MCCLENDON [10] showed that there are many results in ex-
homotopy theory which are similar to results in classical homotopy theory.
In this research we introduce the notion of ex-homotopy groups. Our
notation will be a mixture of that of 1. M. James and that of J. F.
McClendon.
Let A, B be fixed topological spaces with a fixed map u: A -J>- B.
Furthermore, let ao E A and bo E B be fixed points such that u(ao) = boo
Now consider the category C(} =ff(A .s., B) of ex-spaces of A over B. That
is to say, an object (X; s, p) ofC(} is a space X together with maps s : A -J>- X
(the section) and p: X -J>- B (the projection) such that ps = U. A morphism
from (X; s, p) to (X'; s', p') is a map I: X -J>- X' such that Is = s' and
p'l=p. These morphisms will be called ex-maps. A homotopy It: X -J>- X'
is called an ex-homotopy if It is an ex-map at every stage t.
Now let 8 m be the unit sphere in Euclidian (m+ Ij-space, with base-
point e= (1,0, ... , 0). Then a special ex-space in C(} is given by (8 m X A; r, q)
where r: A -J>- 8 m X A is defined by r(a) = (e, a) for a E A, while q: 8 m X
X A -J>- B is the orthogonal projection (! on the second factor, followed
by the map U. Thus a map I: 8 m X A -J>- X is an ex-map if and only if
the diagram
(1.1 )
is commutative.
During the preparation of this work the author stayed at the mathematical
institute of the university of Oxford. He was enabled to do so by a grant from the
Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.).
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Working in the category '?! we define the moth ex -lwmotop y group
n:' (X)'6' of the ex-space X as follows. Elements of n:'(X)'6' are the ex-
homotopy classes of ex-ma ps 8 m X A -»- X, while the group structure
origina te s from the possibili ty of adding ex-m aps through the first factor
of s» X A (Notice that all ex-maps 8 m X A -»- X agree on e X A). The
process of adding two ex-maps may be described as follows. Let E~, E'!:.
denote the hemispheres of 8m in which the last co-ordinate is positive,
negative respectively . Further , let
h+: (~ , E~) -»- (sm, e) and b:' : (E~, E~ ) -»- (8"', e)
be relative homeomorphisms of degree + 1. Now, if I, g: 8m X A -»- X are
ex-maps , we define the ex-map I+g: 8 m xA -+ X by
U+g)(x, a)= / (h+x, a) if xEE~, aEA
= g(h-x, a) if x E E~, a E A .
An ex-map I: 8 m X A -+ X is called an (ex , D)-map if 1(8 m X ao)= s(ao)= Xo,
in addit ion to the commutat ivity of diagram (1.1). In the obvious way
we consider the (ex, D)-homotopy classes of (ex, D)-maps 8 m X A -»- X , and
by the same process as described above we obtain the m oth (ex, D)-homotopy
group n:" o(X)'6' of X.
In the sequel we shall carefully distinguish between (ordinary) maps,
ex -maps and (ex, Oj-maps.
In § 2 we consider the case where A is a 0 W-cornplex and X is a fibre
ex-space. This means th at the projection p : X -+ B is a fibra tion. We
sha ll prove that un der these circumstances there exists a long exac t
sequence
where Y is the fibre of p ab ove bo (see theorem (2.9)).
In § 3 we go into the geometrical construction of the homomorphisms
in the seq uence (1.2).
In § 4 we specialize the theory of § 2 for the case A = s». If A = S»,
th en it t urns out that the sequence (1.2) may be replaced by
where the homomorphism "P' is strongly conn ected with the Whitehead
product (see theorem (4.4)).
§ 5 is devoted to some of the properties of ex-homotopy groups which
resemble similar properties of classical homotopy gro ups.
In § 6 we explore some rela t ions between different categories of ex-
spaces. As an application we obtain a generalization of a fundamental
lemm a, formulated by 1. M. JAMES in [7]. It must be mentioned that
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the sequence (1.3) can also be derived from the results in [7] by using
our theorem (6.4).
Finally, § 7 contains the orientation conventions and some remarks
on applications.
2. Triad homotopy groups, junction spaces and ex-homotop y groups
In Euclidian (m + 1)-space let 1mH denote the standard (m + 1)-cube
(O';;;Xi';;; 1), and let Jm be the subspace of 1m+l in which XmH = 0. Further-
more, let 1~, 1":.. be the subspaces of 1m in which X m>! , xm';;; ! respectively.
Finally, let
Now let X , L , M and N be spaces such that
Lex, Me X and N C L n M.
The base-point n of N will also be the base-point of X , Land M. Then
7tmH(X, L , M , N , n) denotes the triad homotopy group, consisting of the
homotopy classes of maps
(1m+l,~, 1":.. , 1~-1, .j m) -+ (X, L , M , N, n).
There are two exact sequences, namely the upper sequence
(2.1) ... -+ 7tm+1(X, M, n) -+ 7tm+l(X, L, M, N, n) ~L+ 7tm(L, N, n)-+
-+ 7tm(X, 111, n) -+ ...
and the lower sequence
(2.2) ... -+ 7tmH(X, L, n) -+ 7tm+l(X , L, M, N, n) -!!! -+ 7tm(M, N, n)-+
-+ 7tm(X, L, n) -+ ...
Compare this with [2].
Before apply ing this theory, we want to say something about our
notation and prove a general lemma.
By XA we denote the space of free maps from A into X , endowed
with the compact open topology, while XOA stands for the subspace of
XA consisting of those maps which send the base-point ao of A into the
base-point xo of X. The map p: X -+ B induces maps
p: XA -+ BA and po: XOA -+ BoA.
Notice that pand po are fibrations if p is a fibration and A a OW-complex.
If A is a OW-complex, then the evaluation map
w: VA -+ V,
defined by w(f)=j(ao) for f E VA, is a fibration with fibre VOA above the
base-point of V.
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Next, let h: Z --+ Z' be any fibration with fibre F above h(zo), where Zo
is the base-point of Z. By M(h) we denote the reduced mapping cylinder
of h, which is formed from the disjoint union of Z x I and Z' by identifying
(z, 1) with h(z) for z E Z, and (zo, t) with h(zo) for t e I, The subspace Z'
is called the base of M(h).
In the obvious way the map h induces a map h': M(h) --+ Z'. Now let
there be given a map
g: (I m+1 , I», Jm) --+ (M(h), Z, zo).
Then h'g is a map from (I m+1 , Jm) into (Z', h(zo)). So, replacing 1m+1
by I» X I, there is a lifting G: 1m X 1--+ Z of h'g such that hG=h'g,
cit» x I) = Zo and Gl1 m x 0 = g[l m. Therefore, we actually have
G[lm xl: u», jm) --+ (F, zo).
This procedure defines a homomorphism
T: 7lm+1(M(h), Z, zo) --+ 7lm(F, zo)
by T({g}) = -(-l)m{G[lm x I}. Application of the five lemma with respect
to the exact sequence of the pair (M(h), Z) and the exact sequence of
the fibration h, gives us
(2.3) Lemma. T is an isomorphism.
Now we consider the situation of a fibre ex-space (X; e, p) in the
category C6'=ff(A-"->.B), where A is a OW-complex. Thus the map p:
X --+ B is a fibration with fibre Y above boo We consider the triad group
Then the lower exact sequence (2.2) looks like
Using the fact that the base of a mapping cylinder is a deformation
retract of that mapping cylinder, this sequence may be rewritten as
Finally, evaluation at ao E A turns this latter sequence into
... --+ 7lm+1(B, bo) --+ 7lm+1(M(p), X, xo) --+ 7lm(X, xo) --+ ...
Again applying the five lemma gives us then that the evaluation homo-
morphism
(2.4) w: T m+1 --+ 7lm+1(M(p), X, xo)
is an isomorphism. Thus, as a consequence of lemma (2.3), we obtain
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(2.5) Lemma. Tm+l is isomorphic to nm(Y, xo).
The upper exact sequence (2.1) now reads as follows
(2.6) ... --+ nm+l(M(p), XA, s) --+ Tm+l --+ nm(M(po), XOA, s) --+ ...
From lemma (2.3) it follows immediately that nm+l(M(p), XA, s) is iso-
morphic to nm((p)-l(ps), s). Representing now elements of the latter
homotopy group by maps (Sm, e) --+ ((p)-l(pS), s), and taking adjoints,
we obtain
(2.7) Lemma. nm+1(M(p), XA, s) is isomorphic to n:,(X)«f.
In exactly the same way one proves
(2.8) Lemma. nm(M(po), XoA, s) is isomorphic to n:':..°l (X)«f.
Thus, as a corollary of (2.6) and the lemmas (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8), we
obtain the result announced in (1.2):
(2.9) Theorem. II A is a OW-complex and (X; e, p) is a fibre ex-space
in C(j with fibre Y above bo, then there exists a long exact sequence
3. Some remarks on the geometrical meaning 01 the homomorphisms in the
sequence 01 theorem (2.9)
All statements in this section are given without proof. In fact, the
reader will be able to proof them by carefully going through the con-
structions in § 2.
Let IX E n:' (X)«f be represented by an ex-map I: Sm x A --+ X, then
ep(IX) = {f'}, where t' : (s», e) --+ (Y, xo) is obtained by restricting I to Sm x ao.
Next, identify (Sm, e) with (1m, jm) by means of a relative homeo-
morphism of degree + 1, and let g: (1m, jm) --+ (Y, xo) be a representative
of y E nm( Y). Applying the lifting theorem 5.1 of [8] and identifying 1m
with Im-l X I, we obtain a homotopy
Gt: Im-l x A --+ X (t E I)
such that pGt(x, a)=u(a), Go(x, a)=s(a), Gt(y, a)=s(a) and Gt(x, ao) =
=g(x, t) for x E 1m- I , y E jm-l and a, ao EA. Clearly G1 is a map from
Im-l x A to X such that pG1(x, a) =u(a), G1(x, ao) =xo and G1(y, a) =s(a),
where the notation is the same as above. Thus, identifying (Sm-l, e) with
(1m- I, jm-l) in the usual way, G1 represents an element r' of n:,:..ol (X)«f.
Now it turns out that the homomorphism 'ljJ may be defined by 'ljJ(y)=y'.
Finally, the homomorphism () is defined by forgetting about the extra
condition which distinguishes an (ex, O)-map from an ex-map.
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4. The special case where A = S»
In (2.6) of [11], G. W. WmTEHEAD has shown that if A =Sn then there
exists an isomorphism
where c E XOA is the constant map. In an analogous way the following
result may be proved.
(4.1) L emma . 1/ A = S n, then there is an isomorphism
W: nm(M (po), XOA, s) --+ nm(M(po) , XOA, c).
Namely, first we remark that for any map / the redu ced mapping cylinder
M(f) and the unreduced mapping cylinder M'(f) have the same homotopy
type. Then the lemma is proved by adding - s to each element of XOA
in each level of M ' (Po).
As an immediate corollary of (2.3) and (4.1) we have
(4.2 ) Lemma . If A = Sn then nm(M (po), XOA, s) is isomorp hic to
nm-l(YoA, c), where Y is the fibre of the fibration p: X --+ B .
Furthermore, it is just a matter of verification that the following
diagram is commutative.
w
W
We need one mor e isomorphism, namely the Hurewicz isomorphism
and the same for Y instead of X. This Hurewicz isomorphism can be
expressed in terms of the separation element ([5] and [9]) as follows.
Let the map f: Sm --+ XOA be a representative for an element iX E nm(XOA, k)
and let f': Sm x S» --+ X be the adjoint of f. Then , if e is the projection
from Sm x S» onto S», the maps t' and ko agree on S m V S». Thus we define
H(iX)=d(f', ke) in nm+n(X).
Now we are ready to prove the result announced in (1.3) :
(4.4) Theorem. L et A = S n and let (X; s,p) be a fibre ex-space ~n
the category t6'=.r(A ~ B) with fibre Y. Then we have
a . The exact sequence of theorem (2.9) tran sforms into
••• --+ n:' (X)~ .s.; nm(Y, xo)~ nm+n-l( Y, xo)~ n:'_l (X)~ --+ ...
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b. II i*: n*(Y) --+ n*(X) is induced by the inclusion 01 Y in X and il
P': nm(X) --+ nm+n-l(X) ie defined by P'(iX) = [iX, {8}] lor iX Enm(X), then
the diagram
commutes.
Proof. The first part of the theorem is immediate from theorem (2.9)
by the lemmas (2.8), (4.1), (4.2) and by item (4.3). For the second part
we consider the diagram
where the isomorphism (J is the composite
nm(M(po), XoA, 8) W -+ nm(M(po), XOA, c) .z.; nm-l( YOA, c)~ nm+n-l( Y).
The little square in this diagram is in fact the same as that on page 466
of [11]. Therefore it is not hard to see that the whole diagram commutes.
Thus our diagram shows that the homomorphism
satisfies the relation i*1p' =P'i*, which proves the theorem.
5. Some general properties 01 ex-homotopy group8
Most of the statements in this section are given without proof because
they are proved by adapting the proofs of corresponding statements in
classical homotopy theory, using the notation of § 3.
Furthermore, in this section we consider only the category~ = ff(A~B).
(5.1) Proposition. n:(X),?? is an abelian group il m;;>2.
Now let X, X' be ex-spaces of A over B and let I: X --+ X' be an ex-
map. Then I induces a homomorphism 1*: n: (X),?? --+ n: (X'),?? which
depends only on the ex-homotopy class of I.
Therefore we have
19 Indagationes
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(5.2) Proposition. The ex-homotopy groups are invariants 01 ex-
homotopy type.
(5.3) Lemma. II A is a OW-complex and X, X' are fibre ex-spaces
with fiber Y, Y ' respectively, then an ex-map I: X ---+ X' induces a homo-
morphism [rom. the in theorem (2.9) described exact sequence 01 X to the
corresponding exact sequence 01 X'. This homomorphism commutes with the
homomorphisms in the exact sequences.
Let X, X' be ex-spaces of A over B such that X' ex. We shall say
that X' is an ex-subspace of X if the inclusion map of X' into X is an
ex-map. With this notion of ex-subspace one may introduce the concept
of relative ex-homotopy groups of the pair (X, X'), and show that there
is an exact ex-homotopy sequence for this pair. However, I shall not do
this here because of lack of applications.
Quite useful is the notion of the product of two ex-spaces. Let Xi
(i = 1, 2) be ex-spaces of A over B with sections Si and projections Pi.
Then we form their product Xlixi X 2 in the category ~ as follows. As a
space, Xl [><, X 2 is the subspace Xl x X 2 consisting of the points (Xl, X2)
for which Pl(Xl) = P2(X2). The projection pl,2: Xl ~ X 2 ---+ B is defined by
Pl,2(Xl, X2) = Pl(Xl) = P2(X2), and the section Sl,2: A ---+ Xl Ixl X 2 by sl,2(a) =
= (sl(a), s2(a)).
(5.4) Proposition. n:(Xl~X2)'?? is isomorphic with n:(Xl),??EB
EB n: (X2 ),??
Proof. First we observe that the structural projections Vi: Xl [Xl X 2 ---+
---+ Xi are ex-maps. Therefore they induce homomorphisms Vi*: n: (Xl ~
IxIX2),??---+n:(Xi),?? On the other hand, given ex-maps h:8mxA ---+Xi,
we define ex-maps Wi(fi): 8 m X A ---+ Xl~ X 2 by Wl(/I)(Z, a) = (!I(z, a), s2(A))
and W2(/2)(Z, a) = (sl(a), /2(z, a)) for z E 8 m and a E A. Passing now to ex-
homotopy classes, this procedure yields homomorphisms Wi*: n: (Xi)'?? ---+
---+ n: (Xl ~ X 2),?? Now it is not hard to see that the compositions Vi*Wi*
are the identity and that Vl*W2* = V2* U!I* = O. This proves the proposition.
6. Relations between different categories 01 ex-spaces
Consider the category ~ = or(A .z.; B) and let I: A I ---+ A be a map. Then
we construct a functor F from ~ to ~=or(A'~-+ B) as follows. If
(X; e, p) is an object of ~, then F(X; s, p) = (FX; sl, p) where FX =X
as a topological space. The morphisms are transformed in the obvious
way. This procedure induces a homomorphism
1*: n:'(X),?? ---+ n:(FX).@,
by observing that if h: 8m X A ---+ X is an ex-map in ~, then the compo-
sition
s» X A' ~-+ F(8m X A) h-+ FX
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is an ex-map in!!). Furthermore,r turns out t o be a natural transformation
between the functors n: and n: 0 F .
Now let (X; s, p) be a fibre ex-space with fibre Y above boE B. Then
it should be noticed that ep(n: (Xhr) and ep(n: (FX)~) are both subgroups
of nm(Y, xo). Using the above remarks, it is easy to prove that the re-
lationship between these subgroups is given by
(6.1) Proposition. ep(n:(Xhr) is a subgroup 01 ep(n:(FX) ~).
Important special cases of the above construction occur when A' is a
point or when A' = S n.
If A' is the base-point ao of A and I is the inclusion map of ao in A
then it is easy to see that n: (FX)~ = nm( Y) and moreover that the
homomorphism 1* is precisely the homomorphism ep in the exact sequence
of theorem (2.9).
Now let A' = S n. Then, by theorem (4.4) and proposition (6.1) we obtain
(6.2) Corollary . Let (X; s, p) be a fibre ex-space in rI with fiber Y.
I I an element £x E nm(Y) lies in ep(n: (X)~), then the Whitehead product
[i*(£x) , s*(P)] E nm+n- l(X ) vanishes lor every P E nn(A).
If g: X ~ X' is an ex-map in rI then the same map g: FX ~ FX' is
an ex-map in £7). Hence, in case A' =Sn, the followin g proposition follows
from lemma (5.3) and theorem (4.4).
(6.3) Proposi tion. L et (X; s, p ) and (X'; s',p') be fibre ex-spaces
in rI with fibre Y and Y' respectively. .Moreover, let the map p: X ~ B
have a cross-section . Suppose now that a map k: Y ~ Y' is such that it can
be extended to an ex-map X ~ X'. Then we have lor every £x E nm(Y) and
every pE nn(A)
in nm+n-l(X') . Here i* : 7l:m(Y) ~ 7l:m(X) and i /: 7l:m( Y') ~ nm(X') are
induced by the inclusions 01 Y in X and 01 Y' in X', while i*: 7l:m(X) ~
~ 7l:m( Y) is a lett inverse lor i*.
As far as I know, thi s proposition has first been formulated for the
category ff(B~ B) by 1. M. JAlIms in [7]. But here we see how this
proposition fits in the ex-homotopy theory.
Anotherimportant fun ctor is G from rI to .f= ff (A~ A). Let (X; s, p)
be an object of rI, then G(X; s, p) = (GX; v, w). Here GX C X x A is the
fibered product of p: X ~ Band u : A ~ B , while the projection w :
GX ~ A and the sect ion v : A ~ GX are defined as usual in the pull
back diagram
A s -x
~ /1 v GX p
w /
A/ u .R
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Again we remark that the morphisms are transformed in the obvious way.
(6.4) Theorem. n: (X) '6" is isomorphic to n: (GX).f .
Proof. To an ex-map k: Sm x A -+ X in I:(j corresponds the ex-map
k': Sm x A -+ GX in of defined by k'(z, a) = (k(z, a), a) for z E s», a EA.
It is easy to see that this establishes a (I-I)-correspondence not only
between ex-maps, but even between their ex-homotopy classes.
7. Orientations and applications
(i) Orientations
We use the orientation convention such as discussed in § 1 of [9]. Then
the boundary convention is in fact the homology convention (see § 7
of [3]). Notice that the cube lk in [9] is slightly different from the one
which we use here. We identify them by a linear transformation with
positive determinant. We define the boundary homomorphism
J: nk(X, Y, xo) -+ Jrk-l(Y, xo)
according to the orientation of t». So, if
I:(lk, lk-l , Jk-l) -+ (X, Y, xo)
and
g=/llk-l: (lk-l, jk-l) -+ (Y, xo),
then
J{/}= (-I)k{g}.
On page 423 of [13], J. H. C. WHI'l'EHEAD calls this the natural boundary
operator.
For the Whitehead product we choose the original definition of J . H. C.
WHl'l'EHEAD in [12], while for the separation element we take the definition
in § 3 of [9].
(ii) Applications
(a) For the first application we refer to proposition (6.3).
(b) Consider maps I:S mx S» -+ X such that lie x Sn=s: Sn -+ X . Then
the homotopy classes rel(e x Sn) of such maps are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the elements of n: (X),qp. Here & = .r(Sn -+ bo) and X
represents the ex-space Sn~X -+ boo Therefore, it follows from theorem
(4.4) that the number of these homotopy classes is equal to [CokerPm+ll·
. IKeI'Pml, where P»: Jrk(X) -+ nk+n-l(X) is given by Pk(£X) = [£x , {s}] and II
denotes the order of a set.
(c) Consider the ex-space A ~-+ A -+ bo in the category .q=ff(A -+ bolo
Then, by definition, 1'(n::(A)~)=Gm(A , ao), where the latter group is
the m-th evaluation subgroup of nm(A, ao) such as defined by D. H.
GOTTLIEB in [4]. So here we see how the evaluation subgroups may be
defined in the framework of ex-homotopy theory.
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As an example, I want to give a new proof of Proposition 1-4 of [4],
which reads as follows :
Suppose that Y is a 0 W-complex. Iff : X -+ Y has a right homotopy
inverse g: Y -+ X , then f*: nm(X, xo) -+ nm(Y, f(xo)) carries Gm(X, xo) into
Gm( Y , f(xo)).
To begin with, we put f(xo)=yo, and we assume that g(yo)=xo. The
lat ter condit ion is no restricti on because of the homotopy extension
property. Now consider the categories
To avoid confusion we shall write n:' (Z; s),qr instead of n:' (Z),qr if Z is
an ex-space in tt given by X ~ Z -+ boo Now it is obvious that
By definition, t he map f : X -+ Y is an ex-map from (X; g) to (Y ; fg)
in the category r[!j. Hence, by lemma (5.3) , the induced homomorphism
f * : nm(X ) -+ nm(Y) maps 4>(n:' (X ; g)l1JI) into 4>(n:' (Y ; fg)I1JI). But from
proposition (6.1) we know that Gm(X , xo) is a subgroup of 4>(n:' (X ; g)I1JI).
Thus, a fortiori , we have
(1)
On the other hand, the map fg : Y -+ Y is an ex-map from (Y; 1) to
(Y ; fg) in the category r[!j. Since fg is homotopic to ly, it follows from
lemma (2.'1) that the induced homomorphism (fg)* const itutes an iso-
morphism
Therefore, by lemma (5.3), we obtain t hat the homomorphism (fg)*:
nm(Y , Yo) -+ nm( Y, Yo) establishes an isomorphism
(2)
Finally , corollary (6.2) implies that Gm( Y, yo) remains point-wise in-
variant under the action of n l (Y , Yo) on nm(Y , Yo). Hence, Gm(Y, Yo)
remains point-wise invariant under the homomorphism (fg)*. Therefore
item (2) may be st rengthened to
Thi s result, combined with item (1), proves proposition 1-4 of [4].
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